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Dear Sir
 
With regard to the application to extend the examination of the above project, I would like to
make the following observations:-
 

·         The errors in the traffic planning raises numerous points-
1.       The revised traffic plans do not consider the impact of traffic over the whole area not

just the A43 corridor and A5. There will be significant traffic increases through all the
surrounding villages, caused by the proposed number of employees the site will employ.
As a retired police officer with local knowledge of the area the impact of increased
traffic flow will cause chaos , creating rat runs through all villages.

2.       In addition traffic snarl ups in Towcester / A5 / / A43 already cause long delays both in
the morning and evening

3.       If the M1 is closed for whatever reason, the build of traffic on the A43/A5/ A508 already
causes massive traffic jams, just imagine the chaos additional traffic would cause

4.       What happens if the A43/A5 is closed, do the lorries leaving the site get rerouted
through the villages?

5.       Any new proposed traffic modelling should be subject to scrutiny by an independent
body

 
·         The Rail Central appear to change their stance on most issues with every revised issue

of their plans. Anyone attempting to understand the vast amount of documents in a
coherent way would be pushed to comprehend their content in an effective way

·         The Planning Inspectorate should consider the organisation and management of this
new proposal through the National Networks planning process is unnecessary and the
application should be rejected on that basis

·         The impact on the environment has not been fully resolved, noise /light studies have
been defective, village life in all the surrounding areas has not been interrogated
satisfactorily, air pollution doesn’t seem to have been considered in detail ie diesel
emission from lorries

·         Why an earth do we need another railway hub when 19 miles up the road at Crick there
is already a very large one with plans already in place to extend capacity by over 100%
(this site is next to the M1/M6 junction and does not affect any suurounding rural
villages)

·         Where are the proposed 8,000 workers supposed to exist, certainly not in
Northamptonshire where unemployment rates are one the lowest in the country?

 
Yous Faithfully
 
Mr Graham Juffs (20010981)




